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similarly sized, unique spacers. A considerable proportion of
spacers is similar to known phage or virus sequences, suggesting that the system is involved in antivirus defense (8, 29, 31).
This involvement was experimentally demonstrated when a
CRISPR system was shown to be essential for cell survival after
invasion by foreign DNA (5). The mechanism is thought to be
analogous to eukaryotic RNA interference (29), but it has not
been characterized in detail yet.
CRISPR cassettes retain information that could be used to
reveal the evolutionary history of individual systems. First, it
has been shown that CRISPR-associated genes could be divided into eight subtypes according to operon organization and
gene phylogeny (19). Second, the repeats of different CRISPR
cassettes may be similar, which might indicate a common origin of such cassettes. The first attempt to cluster CRISPR
cassettes by the similarity of repeat sequences resulted in 12
clusters (27). In that study, the cassettes were obtained by the
application of PILER-CR to completely sequenced genomes.
Third, pairwise comparison of spacers could also reveal the
specific evolutionary history of individual CRISPR cassettes.
So far, most large-scale studies of CRISPR systems have
been restricted to well-studied organisms with completely sequenced genomes (5, 9, 20, 28, 30). However, the dynamic
interaction between viruses or phages and microorganisms in
natural environments is of particular interest (2, 10, 15, 23, 35,
38, 40–42). It may be studied using CRISPRs in a metagenome, that is, sequenced DNA fragments collected in one
geographical location and therefore representing one ecological niche with all its inhabitants. This approach is interesting

Prokaryotes are highly diverse (33). One of the explanations
of this diversity is the high extinction rate, due to genetic
aggression, which leads to the clearance of ecological niches
and, as a result, may allow new prokaryotic species to emerge.
In the absence of host defense, viral infection of prokaryotic
colonies results in colony extinction or the fixation of a fraction
of the invader’s genetic material in the host genome, profoundly affecting the life cycle of the host (32). Thus, bacteria
and archaea have developed various kinds of defense mechanisms to resist this pressure; the best studied of these mechanisms is restriction-modification systems (4).
Along with well-known prokaryotic defense mechanisms,
such as rapid evolution of cell receptors or the use of restriction-modification or toxin-antitoxin systems (see, e.g., references 6, 21, and 25), newly discovered clustered regularly interspaced palindromic repeat (CRISPR) systems seem to play
an important role in protecting the cell from archaeal virus or
bacteriophage assaults (reviewed in reference 36). A typical
CRISPR system is a genetic locus comprising CRISPR-associated (cas) genes coding for proteins of several distinct functional classes (8, 19, 29) and a CRISPR cassette. A CRISPR
cassette is formed by almost identical direct repeats with an
average length of 32 nucleotides (nt), which are separated by
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Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPRs) form a recently characterized
type of prokaryotic antiphage defense system. The phage-host interactions involving CRISPRs have been
studied in experiments with selected bacterial or archaeal species and, computationally, in completely
sequenced genomes. However, these studies do not allow one to take prokaryotic population diversity and
phage-host interaction dynamics into account. This gap can be filled by using metagenomic data: in
particular, the largest existing data set, generated from the Sorcerer II Global Ocean Sampling expedition.
The application of three publicly available CRISPR recognition programs to the Global Ocean metagenome produced a large proportion of false-positive results. To address this problem, a filtering procedure
was designed. It resulted in about 200 reliable CRISPR cassettes, which were then studied in detail. The
repeat consensuses were clustered into several stable classes that differed from the existing classification.
Short fragments of DNA similar to the cassette spacers were more frequently present in the same
geographical location than in other locations (P, <0.0001). We developed a catalogue of elementary
CRISPR-forming events and reconstructed the likely evolutionary history of cassettes that had common
spacers. Metagenomic collections allow for relatively unbiased analysis of phage-host interactions and
CRISPR evolution. The results of this study demonstrate that CRISPR cassettes retain the memory of the
local virus population at a particular ocean location. CRISPR evolution may be described using a limited
vocabulary of elementary events that have a natural biological interpretation.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
The GOS data set was downloaded as “combined assemblies” in 3,081,849 contigs
with a total length of 4.46 Gbp from the CAMERA website (http://web.camera
.calit2.net/cameraweb/gwt/org.jcvi.camera.web.gwt.download.DownloadByPubPage
/DownloadByPubPage.oa, file gos_combined_scaffolds_fasta.gz) in June 2007.
These data were collected at 57 different locations of the global ocean.
CRT and PILER-CR were downloaded from the respective websites and were
applied to the metagenome with the default parameters. The third procedure,
CRISPRFinder, is available only as a Web service (http://crispr.u-psud.fr/Server
/CRISPRfinder.php/) (18). Therefore, we designed a script that placed metagenomic contigs in the input form of the Web service (default parameters), collected
outputs, parsed them, and reported identified CRISPR cassettes.
Each of these three algorithms is controlled by a set of parameters, such as the
maximum and minimum repeat length, the maximum and minimum spacer

length, and the maximum number of mismatches between the repeat copies.
Although the default parameters are different for every program, we used the
default settings rather than a common, standardized set of parameters. The
reasoning behind this decision is that the variations in the approaches to repeat
finding might require different settings to bring the programs to their top performance, and we assumed that the programs’ authors used the best settings as
the default options.
To identify cas genes, contigs containing predicted CRISPR cassettes were
subjected to a BLASTX search (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) (1)
against the nonredundant protein collection (nr) of GenBank (e-value threshold,
0.01). The output was parsed, and hits with description fields containing the
words “cas” and “crispr” were collected for further manual analysis.
To construct the repeat clusters, the standard BLASTCLUST procedure (http:
//blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) (1) was applied to the specified set of repeat
consensus sequences (parameters: -L 0.5 -S 50 -e F -p F -W 15 [as explained in
the reference site http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/IEB/ToolBox/C_DOC/lxr/source/doc
/blast/blastclust.html]). The output was parsed, and all entries with more than
two members were collected. We applied the standard MUSCLE procedure (13)
to construct and visualize alignments for a given set of clusters (default parameters; reverse strand manually selected if necessary).
Flanks of CRISPR cassettes were compared with each other using standard
BLASTN (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) (1) with an e-value threshold of
0.01. Flanks of 500 nt were considered when available. At contig termini, shorter
flanks of the maximum possible length, but not less than 50 nt, were analyzed.
The spacers were subjected to the standard BLASTN search (e-value threshold, 0.01) against the viral, bacterial, prokaryotic, and eukaryotic subsections of
GenBank and against the GOS data set. To estimate the significance of the
observed frequency of similarities between spacers from a given set and a sequence database, we generated 10 randomized sets of “pseudospacers,” where
each spacer was replaced by a random fragment of the same length from the
same contig. The same procedure was used for the search against marine viromes. The virome sequences were downloaded from the CAMERA web site
(http://web.camera.calit2.net/cameraweb/gwt/org.jcvi.camera.web.gwt.download
.DownloadByPubPage/DownloadByPubPage.oa?projectSymbol⫽CAM_PROJ_
MarineVirome, files Arctic_fasta.gz, BBC_fasta.gz, GOM_fasta.gz, and SAR_
fasta.gz) in March 2008.
The significance of the correlation between the origin (sample) of a spacer and
metagenomic similarities to this spacer was estimated as follows. Each (proto)spacer
was compared to all reads constituting the corresponding contig, and only reads
including the complete spacer sequence were retained. If no such reads were identified, we considered reads identical to the (proto)spacer at the ends. The geographical locations of the GOS samples corresponding to the (proto)spacer reads formed
the (proto)spacer “sample list”.
A spacer-protospacer match was scored whenever two members of a pair had
at least one sample (location) in common. The significance was estimated using
a procedure that shuffled locations among protospacer sample lists. The occurrence rates for each sample were estimated from the set of protospacer sample
lists. We then generated 10,000 random assignments of samples to the protospacers using the estimated occurrence rates and keeping the number of samples
assigned to each protospacer fixed. For each shuffled data set, the number of
sample coincidences between spacers and their protospacers was calculated.
Repeat clusters obtained by Kunin et al. (27) and the clusters constructed here
were compared as follows. Profile hidden Markov models (HMM) were constructed for 12 clusters from reference 27 with HMMBUILD default parameters
(http://hmmer.janelia.org/). Then we applied a calibration procedure to adjust
the expected values (HMMCALIBRATE default parameters). Further, we estimated the e-value threshold by matching cluster members against 12 HMM
profiles, while gradually strengthening the e-value threshold until only cluster
members matched the cluster profile. Having estimated the threshold, we compared members of the metagenomic clusters to 12 profiles given the estimated
threshold (HMMSEARCH parameters: -E 1e⫺07 -Z 1).
To determine the contig taxonomy, contigs were subjected to a BLASTX
search against the nonredundant protein collection (nr) of GenBank (e-value
threshold, 0.01). Taxonomy was assigned manually by analysis of the similarities
obtained. In a nutshell, this analysis relied on the similarity levels and the
taxonomical origins of the top hits, and specifically on the consistency of their
taxonomy. More exactly, if all top hits were on about the same similarity level and
belonged to one specific taxon, this taxon was assigned to the contig. If, on the
contrary, the top hits demonstrated considerable diversity, only nonspecific taxa
were assigned.
For the confirmation of phage origin, contigs matching the cassette spacers,
but not their repeats, were subjected to a BLASTX search against the viral
subsection of the nonredundant protein collection of GenBank (e-value thresh-
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for two reasons. First, metagenomic samples provide a common census of coexisting organisms, i.e., in many cases, both
the infecting viruses and phages and their victims. Second,
most bacteria and archaea from metagenomic samples cannot
be cultivated, and hence little is known about their CRISPR
systems.
To date, three studies have considered host-virus interactions in metagenomes. One study used two thermophilic Synechococcus isolates from microbial mats in hot springs at Yellowstone National Park to demonstrate fast coevolution of the
host and phage genomes (22). Two studies described archaeal
and bacterial interactions with viruses and phages, respectively,
in acidophilic biofilms (2, 39). All environmental communities
analyzed so far are extreme and are dominated by few species.
Natural samples containing many diverse coexisting organisms
may arguably be more interesting.
The largest available metagenome, produced by the Sorcerer
II Global Ocean Sampling (GOS) expedition, comprises samples of genetic material collected from more than 50 geographical locations of the Pacific and Atlantic oceans (34). This
variety provides an opportunity to study the evolution of
phage-host interactions reflected in CRISPRs.
Three algorithms, PILER-CR (14), the CRISPR recognition
tool (CRT) (7), and CRISPRFinder (18), have been developed
as tools for the discovery of new CRISPR cassettes. All these
algorithms define candidate CRISPR cassette sequences as
short direct repeats separated by short unique spacers; they
then use a variety of standard repeat-finding techniques. However, the implementation of specific details is different.
PILER-CR constructs local alignments of the input sequence to itself; each hit between two close regions is a candidate for an alignment of a repeat with its neighbor copy. In
terms of dynamic programming, taking into account the repeat
structure of a CRISPR cassette implies looking for hits only
within a relatively narrow band around the main diagonal of
the dot plot. This process is followed by several refinement
steps.
CRT does not use alignments to identify candidate repeats;
rather, it derives them directly from the analysis of an input
sequence. It is based on finding series of short repeats of a
specified length (searching for exact k-mer matches) and then
extending these repeats (increasing k-mer length) while allowing for a certain level of mismatches.
Finally, CRISPRFinder is based on a suffix-tree-based algorithm for repeat discovery, again with additional refinement.
All three algorithms were used for the CRISPR cassette
search in this study.
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FIG. 1. Venn diagram of the numbers of CRISPR cassettes identified by the three programs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Compilation of the initial set of CRISPR cassettes. Three
algorithms, CRT (7), PILER-CR (14), and CRISPRFinder
(18), were used to identify CRISPR cassettes in the metagenome. This resulted in three poorly compatible sets of candidate CRISPR cassettes. The number of cassettes identified was 331 by PILER-CR, 1,636 by CRT, and 27,782 by

CRISPRFinder. The subsets of cassettes identified by all
combinations of these programs are shown in a Venn diagram
(Fig. 1). Besides this incompatibility, each program produced a
large number of false-positive results caused both by the large
volume of the input data and the high degree of data fragmentation. For example, CRT and PILER-CR often treat genomic
repeats and low-complexity regions as CRISPR cassettes, while
CRISPRFinder reports too many short (repeat-spacer-repeat)
“questionable” cassettes.
The metagenome consists of contigs formed by shotgun fragments linked by flank overlaps. A considerable proportion of
the contigs includes a short stretch of N⬘s flanked by similar
sequences with lengths of 20 to 40 nucleotides. It turns out that
CRISPRFinder treats such regions as cassettes, assuming that
flanking similarity indicates a pair of repeat copies and the
N run represents a spacer. Such pseudocassettes found by
CRISPRFinder accounted for 18,313 cassettes, which were
excluded from further consideration.
To offset the remaining problem of numerous false-positive
results, we designed a filtering technique, which processed the
raw output cassettes and produced a set of the most reliable
members. The method is represented schematically in Fig. 2
and is described in detail in the next section.
Prior to constructing the set of reliable CRISPR cassettes,
we had to resolve conflicts arising from the fact that two algorithms, or even all three different algorithms, could identify
cassettes in the same locus, but with slightly different boundaries.
Manual resolution of several such conflicts demonstrated
that the prediction (e.g., boundaries, numbers of structural
units) was most accurate in the CRT analysis, followed by

FIG. 2. Schematic representation of the data flow in the procedure developed for the identification of reliable CRISPR cassettes in metagenomic data. The number of CRISPR cassettes identified by each procedure is given. The number of cassettes added to the set of reliable cassettes
at each step is shown in parentheses.
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old, 1e⫺10). A phage origin was assigned to contigs that had at least one hit to
a phage protein.
In order to exclude the influence of assembly artifacts, we validated the
elementary classes of evolutionary events at the read level, so that all spacer
sequences were subjected to a BLASTN search against the set of metagenome
reads. An elementary class of events was confirmed if both spacer combinations
forming the event were observed in single reads for at least one event of the class.
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accepted cassettes. Only 3 (2%) cassettes included stretches of
N⬘s, in contrast to 18,862 (65%) cassettes identified by at least
one program and 551 (5%) cassettes obtained by excluding
N-run-containing pseudocassettes from this set (see “Compilation of the initial set of CRISPR cassettes” above). Fortythree (23%) cassette-containing contigs included putative cas
genes, and 10 (0.5% of 1,905) spacers from the reliable cassettes were similar to known phage sequences; this percentage
would be equivalent to 138 (0.5%) of all 28,424 spacers.
All candidate cassettes identified in this study were collected in
a database (http://iitp.bioinf.fbb.msu.ru/vsorokin/crispr). The database interface allows the user to browse and analyze precalculated CRISPR cassettes and their flanking sequences and, in
particular, to compare the user’s sequences with spacers, repeats,
and metagenomic contigs containing at least one CRISPR cassette.
CRISPR cassette occurrence in the metagenome and sequenced genomes. To compare the numbers of CRISPR cassettes found in the GOS data set and in completely sequenced
genomes, we used the CRISPRdb database (17), built with
CRISPRFinder software (18). We divided the number of
CRISPR cassettes in CRISPRdb (1,751 cassettes) by the total
length of the corresponding sequenced genomes obtained from
GenBank (2.43 Gbp). The average density of CRISPR cassettes in completely sequenced genomes is 0.72 per Mb.
For consistency, to estimate the relative CRISPR cassette
occurrence in metagenomic contigs, we used the total number
of CRISPR cassettes found by CRISPRFinder divided by the
total length of the sequences studied. As already mentioned,
CRISPRFinder has problems with N runs. To avoid the occurrence of false cassettes, contigs containing N runs were cut at
these runs, and CRISPRFinder was applied to each part independently. We assumed that candidate cassettes found in adjacent fragments of such a contig were parts of the same cassette if their repeats were identical; otherwise, they were
considered to form different cassettes.
Applying CRISPRFinder with the above correction, we obtained 8,153 candidate cassettes (3,233 in the original contigs
plus 4,922 in contig fragments) for the total length of the
metagenome, approximately 4.5 Gbp. Thus, the density of candidate CRISPR cassettes in the GOS data set is 1.8 per Mb. As
already mentioned, high fragmentation of the metagenome
data set yields a high rate of false-positive results, so this
estimate could serve only as an upper boundary. As the lower
boundary of the estimate, we can use the number of reliable
cassettes, with a density of 0.042 per Mb. The average density
of CRISPR cassettes in completely sequenced genomes (0.72
per Mb) is close to the middle of this interval.
The difference may possibly be explained by the bias in the
taxonomical distribution of sequenced genomes compared to
the relatively unbiased metagenomic sample. An alternative,
more technical explanation is as follows. Since CRISPR cassettes are highly variable, homologous sequence loci containing CRISPR cassettes formed different contigs. On the other
hand, other loci of very close strains in an environmental sample were assembled in single contigs, thus decreasing the denominator in the ratio.
All cassettes in CRISPRdb are classified as “confirmed”
(872 cassettes) or “questionable” (879 cassettes). Applying the
same classification scheme (18) to the metagenomic cassettes,
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CRISPRFinder and PILER-CR. Hence, we relied on the program predictions in that order but assumed that the resulting
cassette was supported by all programs that had initially identified any of its variants.
Construction and characteristics of a reliable set. We applied the three programs described above to the GOS data set.
The core of the reliable set was formed by 170 CRISPR cassettes found by these programs simultaneously.
Then we took into account the fact that CRISPR cassettes
are usually preceded by CRISPR-associated (cas) genes. While
the short lengths of metagenomic contigs in most cases precluded the observation of cas genes, the occurrence of a cas
gene in the same contig with a predicted CRISPR cassette was
taken as evidence that the cassette was real. All contigs with at
least one candidate CRISPR cassette were subjected to a similarity search against GenBank. If similarity to at least one cas
gene was observed, the cassette was accepted. Ten cassettes
were added at this step.
Finally, we supplemented the set with cassettes whose repeat
consensus was similar to the consensus for a cassette already
present in the set. This was motivated by the fact that CRISPR
cassette repeats tend to form clusters in the sequence similarity
space (27). We applied the standard BLASTCLUST procedure to build clusters of repeat consensuses (details are given
under “Repeat clusters” below). We expected that the cassettes found simultaneously by three programs would be more
likely to cluster with each other than other cassettes. Indeed,
while 87% of the clusters did not contain such cassettes at all,
13% of the clusters consisted mainly of cassettes found by all
three programs, thus validating other members of these clusters. Thus, if a cluster contained a repeat from an already
accepted cassette, all cassettes with repeats from this cluster
were accepted. This approach resulted in the addition of 12
cassettes to the reliable set.
The third natural feature that could indicate a reliable cassette was the similarity of cassette spacers to known archaeal
virus and bacteriophage sequences. According to the existing
paradigm, CRISPR cassette spacers stem from small fragments
of foreign DNA. This hypothesis has been strongly supported
by the demonstration of spacers similar to known virus, phage,
and plasmid sequences (8, 29, 31). Therefore, we expected that
the similarity search of CRISPR cassette spacers against
GenBank would bring hits to archaeal virus and bacteriophage
entries from the viral subsection and no hits in the eukaryotic
subsection (used as a control). However, most similarities in
the viral subsection were to eukaryotic viruses, and there were
numerous hits to repeats and low-complexity regions of eukaryote genomes. As a control, we used randomly selected
fragments of the same contigs (see Materials and Methods).
The observed taxonomical distribution of hits was very similar
(data not shown). The same situation obtained with a similarity
search against marine viromes (3; also data not shown). This
could reflect the fact that sequenced bacteriophages and
archeal viruses poorly represent viral diversity in natural environments (26). Hence, we could not use similarity to known
viruses and phages as a sign of cassette reliability.
The final set of reliable CRISPR cassettes contained 170
cassettes found by all three programs simultaneously plus 10
cassettes accepted on the basis of colocalization with cas genes
and 12 more cassettes with repeats similar to repeats of already
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10,000 generations was 525.1, and the standard deviation was
11.0.
Thus, the spacer content of CRISPR cassettes reflects the
diversity of phages from the same geographical location. It also
provides indirect evidence for the considerable difference in
the phage populations between ocean locations. This observation agrees with recently published results (23) and a recent
hypothesis about the insular pattern of the biogeographical
diversity of phages (reviewed in references 11 and 37).
We also analyzed the similarities of the ocean metagenomic
cassette spacers to the marine viromes from the Sargasso Sea,
the Arctic Ocean, the Bay of British Columbia, and the Gulf of
Mexico (3). Using BLAST, we found 378 similarities resulting
from 119 unique spacers with 181 matches in the Sargasso Sea
samples, 92 matches in the Gulf of Mexico samples, 50 matches
in the Bay of British Columbia samples, and 50 matches in the
Arctic Ocean samples (the density ratios were 2.3, 1.1, 0.6, and
0.7 per Mbp, respectively). However, the total number of similarities did not differ significantly from the average number of
similarities obtained for 10 randomly constructed sets of
“pseudospacers,” which was 289.3 (standard deviation, 99.5).
Repeat clusters. Since clustering was used for the construction of the reliable cassette set, initially the repeats of all
CRISPR cassettes identified by at least one program were
clustered by sequence similarity. The application of the
BLASTCLUST procedure (see Materials and Methods) to the
repeat consensuses resulted in 214 clusters, only 28 of which
contained repeats from the reliable CRISPR cassettes.
While the main aim of this procedure was to identify cassettes likely to be evolutionarily related, for completeness we
compared our clusters to clusters constructed in reference 27.
For that purpose, we used HMMER (http://hmmer.janelia
.org/) to construct 12 profiles of alignments provided in reference 27. In order to set the threshold e-value, we subjected the
members of these 12 clusters to an HMMSEARCH against all
calculated HMM profiles.
We found that under a strict e-value threshold (HMM
SEARCH parameters: -E 1e⫺07 -Z 1), there were no falsepositive results; that is, no repeat was recognized by a HMM
profile of a different cluster. On the other hand, with this
threshold, some repeats were not recognized by the profile
of the cluster to which they belonged.
A tolerant threshold (HMMSEARCH parameters: -E 0.01
-Z 1) allowed for relatively effective matching: 8 of 12 clusters
matched only themselves, while members of the remaining 4
clusters matched 1 or 2 additional clusters. Hence, we set the
e-value threshold to 0.01 and then searched the metagenomic
cassette repeats against the obtained set of HMM profiles. The
results are shown in Table 1.
Only 15 of 28 metagenomic clusters matched HMM profiles (7
of 12). Fourteen of these 15 clusters contained only CRISPR
cassettes found by all three programs simultaneously. One cluster
(CLU015) matched three HMM profiles. Five HMM profiles
matched more than one metagenomic cluster, demonstrating that
our procedure was somewhat more sensitive than that in reference 27.
Taxonomy of CRISPR-containing metagenomic contigs. The
distribution of reliable CRISPR cassettes is nonuniform with
respect to geographical location (samples). The highest cassette density was observed in the most extreme samples in
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we classified 7,693 of 8,155 cassettes as questionable and only
462 cassettes as confirmed.
Notably, while in the complete genomes the ratio of confirmed to questionable cassettes is about 1:1, in the metagenomes the ratio is 1:17. This difference could arise mainly from
the edge effects. Indeed, the metagenomic contigs are much
shorter than genomic sequences, and their average length is
comparable to the typical length of a CRISPR cassette. Thus,
the probability of observing a short (and hence questionable)
cassette adjacent to a contig end is high. To address this problem, we calculated that 3,372 (43.8%) questionable cassettes
are adjacent to contig ends. Taking that into account brings the
confirmed-to-questionable ratio down to 1:1.13, close to the
ratio for complete genomes.
Similarities within the metagenome. Using spacers of the
reliable cassettes found in the metagenome as queries in a
similarity search against the whole GOS data set, we observed
1,658 similarities for 1,905 spacers. However, more than half of
the similarities could be extended to the repeat area; hence,
they were likely coming from homologous cassettes. We consider them in the next section. Excluding the cases where both
repeats and spacers of a cassette were similar to the same
contig, we obtained the final set of 818 similarities generated
by 282 spacers from 87 cassettes, on the one hand, and 534
independent contigs, on the other hand. All these similarities
likely come from metagenome contigs of viral/phage or plasmid origin representing the natural sources of the spacers
(protospacer contigs). The phage origin of 147 out of these 534
contigs was confirmed by having at least one phage hit in a
BLASTX search. Due to spacer duplications in the cassettes
and/or repeated sequences in matching contigs, these 818 similarities represented only 765 unique spacer-protospacer pairs.
We studied the distribution of these similarities with respect
to the geographical locations of corresponding reads, thus testing the natural assumption that a virus or phage and a host
should coexist. We expected that the probability of observing a
similarity between a spacer and a protospacer would be higher
for pairs sampled from the same geographical location. To
validate this expectation, we constructed sample lists of the
spacers and protospacers, and we compared them.
Each (proto)spacer was compared with all GOS reads constituting the corresponding metagenomic contig as described in
Materials and Methods. A sample list for each (proto)spacer
was formed by the sample labels of corresponding reads. For
each spacer-protospacer pair, we compared the sample lists.
The number of cases where the sample lists shared at least one
geographical location was 660. In order to estimate the significance of this finding, we shuffled the labels of all geographical
locations, keeping the frequencies of different sample labels in
the total of all sample lists fixed. Then we randomly selected
the sample lists for the protospacers. To avoid statistical artifacts, the sizes of the sample lists were fixed to the observed
sizes. Then we recalculated the number of locations shared
between each spacer and the shuffled list of its protospacer.
The shuffling procedure was repeated 104 times. The corresponding number of shared locations for each shuffled set was
significantly lower than that observed for the nonshuffled sample. Hence, the statistical significance of the observation was at
least 10⫺4. The average number of shared locations for all
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TABLE 1. Relationships between repeat clusters
Matching
metagenomic
clustera
CLU115
CLU015
CLU035
CLU074
CLU037
CLU029
CLU027
CLU039
CLU072
CLU026
CLU040
CLU023
CLU022
CLU038
CLU075

e-value for match to the HMM profile for Kunin’s clusterb:
CLU01

CLU02

CLU03

CLU04

0.00058
0.0036

CLU05

CLU09

0.0017

5.1e⫺07

CLU12

5.3e⫺09
3.2e⫺07
3.4e⫺05
5.5e⫺12
8.6e⫺10
2.5e⫺09
0.00079
0.00086
4.4e⫺11
2.2e⫺09
1.2e⫺05
3.7e⫺05
0.0056

terms of salinity, that is, in the hypersaline sample from the
Punta Cormorant Lagoon, Floreana, and the freshwater sample from Lake Gatun. The same two samples are outliers in
terms of taxonomical composition (34). This might be explained by possible additional advantages of the CRISPR
mechanism in extreme environments, or it might reflect the
fact that both the lake and the lagoon are relatively closed
locations, yielding more-competitive environments than usual.
We used a BLASTX-based procedure (see Materials and
Methods) to analyze the taxonomical origins of the metagenomic
contigs containing reliable CRISPR cassettes. Only 54 of 184
(29%) contigs could be assigned to a taxon. For two contigs, no
strong evidence of any particular bacterial type was detected; all
BLAST hits came from diverse bacteria. They were assigned the
generic label “Bacteria.” The largest group of annotated contigs
(n ⫽ 41) belonged to the Proteobacteria and differed in the taxonomy level of the ascribed labels. Five contigs were assigned to
Cyanobacteria, three to Bacteroides, one to Chlamydiae, and one
to Actinobacteria. Only one archaeal contig was found. This distribution roughly coincides with the general metagenome composition estimated on the basis of 16S rRNA ribotyping (34). In the
latter analysis, most contigs were assigned to various classes of the
Proteobacteria (63%), followed by the Bacteroidetes, Cyanobacteria, Firmicutes, and Actinobacteria. The scarcity of the archaea was
also observed (34).
For CRISPR cassettes whose spacers showed detectable similarity to phage sequences from GenBank, we compared the taxonomical label of the contig and the known specificity of the
phage. Three such cases were detected, and the corresponding
taxonomical assignments were in agreement. A spacer of the
CRISPR cassette from JCVI_SCAF_1096628067806, assigned to
an Enterobacter sp., was similar to two Salmonella enterica
serovar Typhimurium phages, ST104 and ST64T (with two
mismatches in both cases). A 32-nucleotide spacer from
JCVI_SCAF_1101668599545, assigned to the Proteobacteria, was similar to the Burkholderia phage BcepNY3 (with
six mismatches and a 1-nt indel). A spacer from the JCVI_
SCAF_1096627143323 contig (Cyanobacteria) was similar to
the Synechococcus phage S-PM2 with five mismatches.

Most contigs (71%) lacked obvious indicators of their taxonomical origins. These contigs could be divided into three categories: (i) contigs that contained no genes detectable by a
BLASTX search, (ii) contigs that contained only universal cas
genes (which cannot serve as a basis for taxonomy prediction,
because they are subject to frequent lateral transfer and their
phylogeny does not reflect taxonomy), and (iii) contigs that were
(almost) completely covered by a CRISPR cassette(s). The only
way to assign taxonomy in these cases is to detect spacer similarity
to known phage sequences. The weak, but still detectable,
similarity of one spacer of the CRISPR cassette shared by
the JCVI_SCAF_1101668626807, JCVI_SCAF_1096627368521,
and JCVI_SCAF_1096627147282 contigs to mycobacteriophage
Pipefish allowed us to label these contigs as “Bacteria; Actinobacteria.” One more contig, JCVI_SCAF_1096627829539, was assigned to “Bacteria; Proteobacteria” on the basis of spacer similarity to bacteriophage 80. The JCVI_SCAF_1101668660722
contig contained a spacer almost identical to the Pseudomonas
aeruginosa phage CTX. Moreover, BLAST hits to the cas2 gene
from this contig came exclusively from Gammaproteobacteria; the
best hit was from Pseudomonas mendocina. Thus, this contig was
assigned to the Pseudomonadaceae.
Thus, at the current level of knowledge, taxonomy could be
predicted only for a small fraction of metagenomic contigs
containing CRISPR cassettes. This is caused by the short average length of metagenomic contigs and the limited knowledge of phages, precluding taxonomy prediction on the basis of
spacer similarity to specific phages.
Compatibility of the taxonomical assignments of cassettes
in clusters. We compared the taxonomical assignments of contigs whose cassettes belonged to the same clusters. Assignments in clusters CLU021 and CLU022 were generally compatible, so that different contigs were assigned labels of the
same bacterial phylum and class. In CLU023, cassette c1330
originated from a contig assigned to the Alphaproteobacteria,
while c1530 came from the Gammaproteobacteria.
In contrast, a striking difference could be observed in clusters CLU026 and CLU040. For example, cassette c1105, from
Burkholderia (Betaproteobacteria), was in the same cluster,
CLU026, as cassette c0309, from Cyanobacteria. Similarly, cluster CLU040 contained cassette c0368, from Enterobacter
(Gammaproteobacteria), and cassette c1199, from Chlamydia.
This taxonomic inconsistency may result from lateral transfer
of CRISPRs, which has been described for complete genomes
(16). Notably, in all cases, contigs with similar repeats and
different taxonomical assignments shared no other similarities,
either in the spacers or in the flanking sequences. This might
indicate that not only the spacers, but also the regulatory
region and the cas genes, are evolutionarily rather labile, in
contrast to the repeats.
Evolution of CRISPR cassettes. Clusters of similar repeats
seem to be a natural object for the study of CRISPR cassette
evolution, since repeat similarity may indicate common ancestry of the cassettes.
We analyzed whether cassettes with very similar repeats can
be transcribed in opposite directions. We assumed that the
strand of the adjacent cas gene determines the direction of
transcription. We found that only one cluster (CLU021) contains cassettes adjacent to cas genes whose repeats, while almost identical, have different orientations with respect to the
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a
Metagenomic clusters containing only reliable cassettes are shown in boldface.
b
Seven (of 12) clusters from the report of Kunin et al. (27) that demonstrated
similarity to the metagenomic clusters (see the text for details).
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ple, we believe that deletions rather than insertions are responsible for the observed indels, since they have likely resulted
from repeat-mediated recombination. Several likely examples
of such recombination were recently demonstrated in experiments (12, 24). If a duplication of a fragment or a spacer is
observed, one cannot formally distinguish between the following two possibilities. First, a cassette fragment might have been
duplicated to an adjacent or nonadjacent region of the cassette. Second, the same outcome could result from simultaneous or independent acquisition of the same fragment of
phage DNA. One should also keep in mind the possibilities
that artifacts could arise during the assembly of a repeatcontaining fragment and, in particular, that contigs containing
CRISPR cassettes might be chimeric. To avoid assembly artifacts, all cassettes identified were analyzed at the level of individual sequencing reads.
Several examples of complicated evolutionary trajectories
are listed below.
(i) Combination of a simple indel with a simple nonadjacent
duplication (case 1). Case 1 is represented by c0356-c1602, a
pair of cassettes from cluster CLU039. It can be considered a
superposition of a simple indel (class 1) and a nonadjacent
duplication (class 5). The copy resulting from the duplication
was inserted at a distance of two units from the original spacer,
and one of the units was a unique, newly acquired spacer.
(ii) Multiple nonadjacent duplications in a cassette (case 2).
In cassettes c1525 and c1622 from cluster CLU023, a simple
nonadjacent spacer duplication (class 5) created two identical
spacers (spacers 30 and 02 and spacers 35 and 07) in the shared
part of the cassettes. This shared part is extended in the contigs
at the opposite sides. In the extension of cassette c1525, an
additional copy (spacer 10) of the duplicated spacer was observed (Fig. 3B), likely resulting from one more round of
duplication. Moreover, two spacers of these cassettes (spacers
23 of cassette c1525 and 11 of cassette 1622), located in the
opposite extensions, are identical. Again, they likely resulted
from a simple nonadjacent spacer duplication (class 5), although this duplication was not seen in the same cassette.
Similar events formed pairs c0291-c1525, c1304-c1340, and
c1304-c1575, all from cluster CLU023.
(iii) Duplication of a fragment with several spacers (case 3).
Cassette c1526 has two complete tandem copies and one incomplete tandem copy of a six-spacer fragment (class 6) that
partly corresponds to cassette c1337.
(iv) Nonadjacent duplication of two spacers at a variable
distance (case 4). Case 4 is represented by cassette pair c1575c1340 from cluster CLU024. Copies of two adjacent duplicated
spacers occurred at a distance of three or five units from the
original spacers, respectively (class 7). This was accompanied
by a two-spacer indel (class 2).
Conclusions. We have developed a procedure for the identification of candidate CRISPR cassettes in metagenomic data.
This procedure was used to generate a set of 192 reliable
CRISPR cassettes from the GOS data set. The comparison of
spacers from these cassettes with the metagenome showed that
CRISPR-containing reads tend to originate in the same local
samples as protospacer-containing reads. This finding demonstrated that metagenomes are a good source of data for studying
the dynamics of phage-host interactions reflected in CRISPR
cassettes. Finally, comparison of homologous cassettes yielded a
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cas genes (c0289 and c1521). However, the distances between
the cassettes and the adjacent cas genes in these cases are
about 400 nt, longer than a standard leader region. Hence, it is
possible that the cas operon and the cassette are transcribed
independently.
In order to distinguish between cassette homology in close
species and long-distance lateral transfer of cassettes, we compared flanking sequences for the clustered CRISPR cassettes.
Each flanking sequence was used to perform the BLASTN
search against the database of all flanking sequences, and the
similarities observed were then analyzed manually.
We analyzed the spacers and flanking sequences of the cassettes in each cluster. Each pair of cassettes was described in
terms of shared spacers and flanking sequences. The results
are presented in files S1 and S2 (http://iitp.bioinf.fbb.msu.ru
/vsorokin/crispr/files). We classified the observed patterns of
positional relationships of shared spacers based on a limited
set of local elementary events, listed below. We also described
several complex patterns.
The elementary events (Fig. 3) are as follows.
(i) Simple (one-spacer) indel (class 1). Simple indels are the
most frequent type of local difference between homologous
cassettes. This event corresponds to a pair of locally identical
cassettes, where the only difference in the homologous region
is the presence of an additional unique spacer in one of the
cassettes. In the absence of outgroups, it is impossible to distinguish between the gain and the loss of a spacer. Given our
current knowledge about the mechanisms of CRISPR evolution, recombination between neighboring repeats with subsequent removal of one unit seems to be the most probable
scenario.
(ii) Indel of two or more adjacent spacers (class 2). The
same evolutionary scenarios described above apply here. This
pattern was also observed as a nested event in a number of
more complex cases (Fig. 3).
(iii) Simple (one-spacer) adjacent duplication (class 3). In
this case, one of two otherwise locally identical cassettes contains a pair of adjacent exact copies of a spacer.
(iv) Duplicated spacer (class 4). This class represents a pair
of identical spacers in the homologous regions of cassettes.
This is a single-cassette event rather than a difference between
two homologous cassettes. In contrast to the preceding class,
no cassettes with nonduplicated spacers are known here. However, this class is likely a subset of the preceding class.
(v) Simple (one-spacer) nonadjacent duplication (class 5).
In contrast to class 3, in class 5 the copy resulting from the
duplication has been inserted at a distance of one or more
units from the original spacer.
(vi) Adjacent duplication of several consecutive spacers
(class 6). The only example of class 6 is described in the next
section (case 3) and is diagramed in Fig. 3B. Six consecutive
spacers were tandemly duplicated twice.
(vii) Nonadjacent duplication of several consecutive spacers
(class 7). The only example of class 7, involving a two-spacer
segment, is described in the next section (case 4) and is diagramed in Fig. 3B.
Reconstruction of evolutionary history in complex cases.
The elementary events provide a convenient language for the
description of CRISPR cassette evolution. Biological considerations are necessary to resolve specific situations. For exam-
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FIG. 3. Evolutionary events forming CRISPR cassettes. Shown are classes of evolutionary events observed in reliable cassettes and examples
of complex relationships. b, rectangles represent cassette spacers; highly similar spacers are indicated by coinciding tones and linked by thin lines.
c, spacers are numbered separately in each cassette.
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description of a set of elementary events that was used to reconstruct likely evolutionary histories in complicated cases.
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